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      Sales Circular No. D-41/2014 
From 
 
                    CE/Commercial, 
                 DHBVN, Hisar. 
To              
  All CEs/SEs/XENs/SDOs/OP, 
  JEs-I, Incharge Sub office, in DHBVN. 
 
                    Memo No. Ch-41/SE/Comml/R-16/340/2014  Dated: 20/10/2014  
  
Subject: Tatkal Scheme.  
   A large number of applications are presently lying pending in DHBVN. In compliance to the  

HERC  Order  on ARR dated  29.05.2014, the matter  regarding  release of connection has been  considered  

and it has been decided to  introduce the Tatkal Scheme in the first phase for the following  categories  i.e  

1. Release of connections to DS/ NDS/ LT/ Industrial categories up to 20 KW  irrespective of 

system constraints. 

2. HT industrial connections of load upto 2000 KW where there are no  system constraints. 

                      The above is subject to the fulfillment of terms and conditions as   given below:- 

a. An additional fee of Rs. 1000/- per KW in addition to the normal charges be charged from the 

applicants of Domestic category. 

b. An additional fee of Rs. 5000/- per KW in addition to the normal charges be charged from the 

applicants of Non- Domestic/ LT /HT Industrial category. 

c. The connections have to be released within 7 days from the date of application along with 

requisite fee including Tatkal fee where there is no extension of distribution system. 

d. If the connection requires extension of distribution mains (providing of PCC poles, aug. of T/F 

etc), the tatkal connection shall be released within 21 days. 

e. It is the duty of the SDO (OP) to get all formalities completed and LT connections may be 

released to the consumer without the need of getting any approval from any authority. However 

HT connections upto 500 KW shall be released after getting approval from XEN/OP concerned 

and above 500 KW to 2000 KW with approval of SE/OP concerned.  

f. In case, the connection is not released within the prescribed time limit, a penalty of Rs.1000/- 

per day shall be leviable on the officer concerned. 

g. The time taken by the consumer for erection of HT line / T/F under Self Execution Scheme shall 

be in addition to the normal time   allowed i.e 7 / 21 days. 

h. All documents, charges and equipment i.e meter, CT/PT and T/F   as required must be got 

deposited from the applicant at the time of   application. 

i. Tatkal connections shall be released immediately. 

j. The connection will be released under intimation to CEI in anticipation of inspection. 

k. Connection will be released by (OP) and M&P will check the accuracy within one week. 

l. XEN  /SE / CE (OP) shall review the  status  on   weekly  /  fortnightly / monthly basis and  CE 

(OP)  shall  submit the consolidated report  to the  office of  CGM/Commercial. 

  The above instructions should be brought to the notice of all concerned for careful and 

meticulous compliance.                       
     CE/Commercial 

         DHBVN, Hisar. 


